We show that, in codimension higher than one, perturbing a quadric may result in raising the dimension of the set of extremal discs.
Introduction
Lempert [1981] introduced extremal discs for a convex domain in ‫ރ‬ n , a very productive notion which has had many applications. Tumanov [2001] introduced a local theory of extremal discs attached to a real strictly pseudoconvex manifold of higher codimension. For a hypersurface, his discs coincide with those of Lempert. An important feature of extremal discs for a hypersurface is that of stability under small perturbations. In particular, the dimension of the set of extremal discs depends only on the dimension of the ambient space. We show that this property is significantly violated in higher codimension.
Let (z, w) ∈ ‫ރ‬ 4 , with z = (z 1 , z 2 ) and w = (w 1 , w 2 ), where z 1 = x 1 + i y 1 and z 2 = x 2 + i y 2 . Let σ ≥ 0 and let Q σ be the manifold defined by (1)
Theorem 1. Extremal discs attached to Q 0 depend on 14 parameters. For σ > 0 there is a family of extremal discs attached to Q σ which depend on 15 parameters.
This result has led Sukhov and Tumanov [2001] to the notion of an extended indicatrix, the higher-codimensional analogue of Lempert's indicatrix. They make an adjustment to address the above instability.
Main Result
Consider a rigid, analytic, strictly pseudoconvex manifold M in ‫ރ‬ 4 , of codimension two. We choose a neighborhood U of zero in ‫ރ‬ 4 , inside which M is described by
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for i = 1, 2, with g i real analytic, and vanishing at 0 of order greater than two. Let be the standard unit disc, with boundary b and closure . An analytic disc attached to M is a map f : → ‫ރ‬ n that is holomorphic on and continuous up to the boundary b , such that f (b ) ⊂ M (see [Tumanov 2001]) .
In what follows, we consider only the set A M of analytic discs attached to M and contained in U . A disc f in A M has the form f (ζ ) = (z(ζ ), w(ζ )), where x(ζ ) = h(w(ζ )) for ζ ∈ ∂ and y(ζ ) is related to x(ζ ) by the Hilbert transform
(see [Boggess 1991] or [Tumanov 2001]) . We also consider the set
Let N * M denote the conormal bundle to M. The following definitions are from [Lempert 1981] and [Tumanov 2001 ].
Definition 2. An analytic disc attached to M, f : → ‫ރ‬ 4 is stationary if there exists a nonzero smooth section
extends to a continuous function on that is holomorphic on .
The map f * is called a lift of f . For two vectors a, b ∈ ‫ރ‬ n , we set a, b = a j b j .
Definition 3. An analytic disc f : → ‫ރ‬ 4 attached to M is extremal if there exists a vector a ∈ ‫ރ‬ 4 such that Re ā, g (0) − f (0) > 0 for every analytic disc g : → ‫ރ‬ 4 attached to M where g = f and g(0) = f (0).
Let Q be the quadric in ‫ރ‬ 2 defined by the equation x 1 = |w 1 | 2 . Then Q 0 = Q×Q. An extremal disc f in A Q 0 has components f 1 , f 2 that are extremal discs attached to Q and each depend on 7 parameters (see [Lempert 1981]) . As a consequence, f depends on 14 parameters, as stated in Theorem 1. When we perturb Q 0 , we lose the structure of product and we can not apply a similar argument.
We recall Tumanov's existence theorem for stationary discs in our particular case. Let ρ be the vector-valued function with components x i − h i (w).
Proposition 4. For every > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that, for every λ, w 0 , w 0 ∈ ‫ރ‬ 2 and every c, y 0 ∈ ‫ޒ‬ 2 satisfying the conditions |w 0 | < δ, |y 0 | < δ, |w 0 | < δ, and (3) Re(λ i ζ + c i ) > (|λ| + |c|) for i = 1, 2 and all ζ ∈ ‫ރ‬ such that |ζ | = 1, there exists a unique stationary disc
attached to M, with w(0) = w 0 , w (0) = w 0 , y(0) = y 0 and f * | b = Re(λζ +c)∂ρ. This disc f is extremal.
Let Ᏸ M denote the family of extremal discs in A M described by Proposition 4. Given that extremal discs are always stationary, it follows that Ᏸ M contains all small extremal discs attached to M. It is sufficient to consider this family of discs to prove our result.
The dimension of Ᏸ M is at most 15. In fact, discs in Ᏸ M are described by the parameters λ, c, w 0 , y 0 , v that span ‫ރ‬ 2 × ‫ޒ‬ 2 × ‫ރ‬ 2 × ‫ޒ‬ 2 × ‫ރ‬ 2 . However, the dependence of f on the parameters λ, c is not injective: if the vector (λ, c) determines the lift of a disc f in Ᏸ M , then for any real k, the vectors (kλ, kc) determine lifts of f as well.
In order to state the next lemma (see [Tumanov 2001]) , which is the starting point for our proof, we introduce a few objects and some notation. We denote by [λ, c] the classes of pairs (λ, c) that are equivalent up to a proportionality factor. We set
Condition ( We define
where P i = √ a i (ζ − b i ) and we denote the conjugate of P by P * . We set
Finally, we introduce the Cauchy-type operator
for f in C 0 (b ) where, for |ζ | = 1, we understand K ( f )(ζ ) to be the inner boundary value of the expression. We set
Lemma 5. The disc f (ζ ) is extremal with lift determined by (λ, c) if and only if
(With an abuse of notation, we use ξ in the argument of K 0 to indicate the identity function.)
Proof. By Definition 2 and Proposition 4 the disc f is extremal with lift f * = Re(λζ + c)∂ρ if and only if ζ Re(λζ + c)h w (w(ζ )), defined on b , extends to a continuous function on holomorphic on .
Given the above notations, and equation (2), we have
for |ζ | = 1. Therefore the function ζ Re(λζ +c)h w (w(ζ )) extends to a holomorphic function on if and only if
The matrix P * −1 is anti-holomorphic, and defined in as |b i | > 1. Therefore the last equality becomes
and yields the conclusion, given that Pu(ζ ) = P(0)u(0)+K 0 (Pu(ζ )), since Pu(ζ ) is holomorphic on
A straightforward rescaling of coordinates shows that Q σ is biholomorphically equivalent to Q 1 if σ = 0, therefore we restrict our consideration to this last manifold. We denote by D M (w 0 ) the set
Theorem 1 follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 6. There exists > 0 such that if f ∈ Ᏸ Q 1 (w 0 ) is extremal with respect to a class [λ, c] , where |w 0 | < , then f is extremal only with respect to [λ, c] .
Proof. Our manifold Q 1 is defined by (1) with σ = 1, so (4) becomes
We set u(0) = tv, for t ∈ ‫ޒ‬ + and v ∈ ‫ރ‬ 2 with |v| = 1. Then u is a function u(ζ, a, b, v, t) holomorphic in ζ for |ζ | < 1, for every choice of the parameters a, b, v and t (recall that a i > 0 and |b i | > 1). We determine its Taylor expansion up to the second order in t at 0, starting from (5). If t = 0, then (5) gives equations of type u = O 2 (u) where O 2 denotes terms vanishing at 0 of order at least 2 in u. This system has the unique solution
We differentiate (5) twice with respect to t and evaluate the resulting expressions at t = 0; denoting (∂u/∂t)(ζ, a, b, v, 0) byu(0), we obtain
We evaluate K 0 in (8) and obtain In conclusion, we fix v and consider t small enough that we can neglect terms of order greater than 2 in the expansion of u. For a given solution u of (4), there exists a unique pair (b 1 , b 2 ) satisfying (7), and there is a unique pair (a 1 , a 2 ), up to proportionality, that satisfies equations (9). This proves that u(ζ ) and, with it, w(ζ ), is determined by a unique class [a, b] * . Given the equivalence between classes [a, b] * and [λ, δ], we conclude that, for w 0 suitably small, an extremal disc f = (z(ζ ), w(ζ )) attached to Q 1 with w (0) = w 0 is extremal only with respect to one class [λ, δ] .
